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Polls
As the race for the US Presidency enters its final month, polling data shows
former Vice President Biden with a commanding lead over President Trump.
The RealClearPolitics polling average finds Biden is up 9.7 points nationally while
the FiveThirtyEight polling average has Biden beating Trump by 9.8 points, as
of early October. Importantly, both polling averages have Biden receiving over
51% of the vote, meaning that undecided voters would be insufficient to swing
the election to Trump. With President Trump’s COVID diagnosis and time spent
in the hospital, some pundits believed that his polling would recover yet the
opposite seems to have occurred with Biden fielding his best numbers in polls
taken after the diagnosis was announced.
On the state level, which provides more relevant data given the nature of
the US Electoral College, the polls also seem to be in Biden’s favor. In the key
battleground states of Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Wisconsin, all three parts of
the former “Blue Wall” that used to vote for the Democrats but swung to Donald
Trump in 2016, Biden is leading by 7.1, 6.7, and 5.5 points respectively. Also in
the Upper Midwest, Biden is leading by 9.4 points in Minnesota, a state that was
nearly lost by the Democrats in 2016. In the Sunbelt, Biden is leading by 3.1 points
in Arizona, a traditionally Republican state that has moved left in recent years,
while also leading by 3.7 points in Florida and 1.4 points in North Carolina, more
traditional swing states.
When considering the polls, it is important to remember that there is still
a month before the election, although many states have already begun some
form of early or absentee voting, so the polls could shift. Additionally, due to the
state-based nature of the Electoral College, a candidate can win the popular vote
while losing in the Electoral College due to the manner votes are distributed
around the country. With these caveats in mind, Biden’s wide lead in national
polls and his somewhat narrower leads in state polls of the key battleground
states suggest a Biden victory is likely barring any dramatic changes in the
dynamics of the race.

Important Dates
Key Events
Second Presiden�al Debate
Third Presiden�al Debate
Elec�on Day
Electoral College Formal Vote
New Congress Convenes
Congress Counts Electoral Votes
Presiden�al Inaugura�on

Dates
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Nov. 3
Dec. 14
Jan. 3, 2021
Jan. 6, 2021
Jan. 20, 2021

Influential Factors
A number of factors remain that could affect the presidential election, as
well as the numerous down-ballot races in the Senate and House as well as on
the state level. The effect of things ranging from the appointment of a new
Supreme Court justice to the ever-present possibility of an October Surprise
means that it is not too late for the dynamics of the presidential race to shift
dramatically.
On the Supreme Court, President Trump has nominated Judge Amy Coney
Barrett, a conservative judge who currently serves on the 7th Circuit of the US
Court of Appeals, to fill the seat left open by the death of liberal Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg. Barrett once clerked for former Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia and holds a very similar legal outlook regarding textualist interpretations
of the constitution and legal precedent. If Barrett is confirmed by the Senate for
the position, the conservative majority on the Court would expand from 5-4 to
6-3, a favorable outcome for the Republican-controlled Senate that is looking to
confirm her before the November election. The nomination would also mark
President Trump’s third Supreme Court nominee in only one term, partly due
to the vacancy inherited from President Obama. The vacancy came about as
Obama’s nominee, Merrick Garland, was never considered by the Republican

Senate, whose leaders justified their decision on the basis that a Supreme Court
nominee should not be considered in an election year, after Justice Scalia’s death
in February of 2016. The Republican Senate leadership, led by Sen. Mitch
McConnell (R-KY), has abandoned that logic for this nomination, given that the
Republican 53-47 Senate majority will allow them to confirm another conservative
justice. While Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) and Sen. Susan Collins (R-ME) have
stated they won’t vote for a nominee before the election, it seems that Democrats
can do little to stop this nomination besides invoking procedural matters such
as denying quorum to delay the vote until after the election. After the election,
there remains time to consider and vote on a Supreme Court nominee, but the
Republican majority may be reduced as the winner of the special election in
Arizona will be seated before the beginning of the next Congress. Nominations
for the Supreme Court are usually seen as a galvanizing force for the base of a
party, as the lifetime appointments to the bench mean that each nomination is
incredibly significant. Current polling on the confirmation is incredibly polarized,
with 83% of Republicans supporting Barret being confirmed to the court and
only 8% of Democrats supporting it, while independents are evenly split at 42%
for and 42% against. Whether Judge Barrett is confirmed to the Supreme Court
and the larger effect it has on the presidential race remains to be seen.
Perhaps the most material impact of the fight over the Supreme Court has
come in the form of a COVID-19 superspreader event held at the White House to
celebrate the nomination. A total of 37 people have tested positive for COVID-19
in connection with the event, including President Trump and First Lady Melania
Trump, as well as key staffers, political allies, and journalists covering the White
House. President Trump announced his positive COVID-19 test early on Friday
(Oct. 2) morning before being taken to the Walter Reed National Military Medical
Center in Maryland later that night. Trump was given experimental treatments
of monoclonal antibody cocktails and the steroid dexamethasone, as well as
supplemental oxygen for brief periods. Trump returned to the White House on
Monday (Oct. 5) but will remain in isolation. Initially, there was an expectation
that Trump’s health crisis may help his approval ratings and standing in the
polls, similar to the effect on Prime Minister Boris Johnson in the UK. Later
reporting that revealed Trump was not tested before the presidential debate on

Sep. 29 but instead relied on the honor system and that the president attended
an event at a golf club in New Jersey after testing positive but before announcing
the information publicly may have affected the public’s interpretation of events.
A CNN poll found that 63% of Americans believe Trump behaved irresponsibly
in risking the health of those around him. Some polls taken after the news of
Trump’s COVID infection became public have shown dramatic shifts in favor of
Biden but most pollsters have found a moderate increase in Biden’s national vote
share by around one point.
The Vice-Presidential Debate between Vice President Mike Pence and Sen.
Kamala Harris (D-CA) was held on Oct. 7, with increased safety precautions due
to the President’s COVID-19 infection. Vice President Mike Pence, the former
Governor of Indiana, remains a key part of President Trump’s outreach to
evangelical voters, a major Republican voting bloc. Sen. Harris, Biden’s VP pick,
was chosen due to her perceived appeal to many Democratic constituencies
including women and black voters, as well as her political ideology which remains
close to Biden’s and the center of the Democratic party, although slightly to the
left. The debate itself was an opportunity for the VP candidates to showcase
themselves, especially as possible successors to the current candidates in 2024.
A key question in light of recent health crises focused on presidential health and
plans for invoking the 25th Amendment which transfers power to the Vice
President in the case of presidential incapacitation. The debate itself seems to
have had a negligible effect on the state of the race showing no change outside
the margin of error in voters’ candidate preference or likelihood to vote.

Early Elections
Due to the effects of the pandemic, likely, most votes for the 2020 election
won’t be cast on election day but rather via early in-person voting or by mail-in
ballots. The decisions taken to adapt to voting in a pandemic have been done on
the state level, with some states sending all voters a mail-in ballot, while some
states sent voters the forms necessary to request a ballot. Many states have also
set up ballot drop boxes to avoid overwhelming the postal service and others
have expanded in-person early voting to reduce physical crowding at election
precincts. As of Oct. 9, 19 states have already begun in-person voting while an
additional 28 states will make some form of early in-person voting available
between now and Oct. 29. Most states have deadlines to request mail-in ballots
in late October, although the United States Postal Service recommends that
voters request ballots by Oct. 19 to ensure that the ballots are returned on time.
Ballots must be postmarked before or by the day of the election to count in most
states and must arrive by state-determined deadlines. Although some states
allow ballots received even in late November to be counted, possibly delaying
the certification of the election, the relevant swing states all have ballot deadlines
before Nov. 9, meaning that the electoral results should be clear relatively soon
after the election, although possibly not on the night of the election when
networks traditionally call the race.

